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EQUATIONS AND INEQWLITihS

7-1. Sblutions of Mathematical Sentence

In previous chapters you.have graphed functions like

f :

-g x

:

4it

g x c +1

r_

I

0

t

f : x-- 3

I

VIM X

\-->. -

From the graph, it is clear that for an input of 1 ,the Iputs the

functions '44f and g are exactly the same, namely. 3. There are many real-
.

r
s.life problems which lead to the question, For what inputs,, if any,'are the

oututs of two .functions the same'?" This situat4ois often represented by

an equation (s called-la:sentence), such

""". 2x + 1,-= 3.

Howe'ver,"the questio7 still remains the saMe: For twb'giverk,f
..

of the functions are 4.crti.ca4.?-there an input s!Nh that the values.

If we replace the Va ble ltr a nuAEly, t5enbi he equatPt5ii b comes a
A.

v

statement which is ether true or false, but not bot In most ca it 'is

/1'6 J

1

,

is
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possible to daeide whether a statement is true or false by doing 'some simple
. .

calculations, or by inspecting the given statement. In some unusual cases

more complicqted calculations,or analysesare needed to determine whether

the statement
-

is true or false.

There are some. equations where it is knot possible to find any inputs

that will result in a. true. statement:- For example, consider the functions

. ,

andi.t.he equation,

Ixi-= -2.

It is easy to see from fhe.graphs of the functions bow that there is no

input which will result in the same output for these functions.

Y

0

11.

e,,..
: 2'

There are al o some equat1ont where everylacceptable input will, result

in .a (tTUe'statam t For exayle, 'consider the functions

h -)2x + 6;
s j

g : x -)2(x +1),

and the equation;

2x 4. .6 = 2(x +i(3),

-t -
Since the graphs of, the two functions, .h and g, are identical, any

acceptable input will result in the same output for\each function. .
c )

2



We call the set of inputs which result in true

or thessolutiolk set of the sentence. A you can see

members, one member, or'more than one member. One o

chapter is to develop some organized methods to find

simple sentences in one variable

Exercises 7-la

. (Class Discussion)

statements the solutions

this set can have 'no

f the purposes

the solutions

of this

of some

Which Of the following statements are true?

1. 4 + 8 10 + 5

2. 8 ± 3 =110 + 1

Which are false?

3. 4 + 8 = 8 + 4

4 . 5 +7 k 6 + 6 (The symbol U TT

is Iris not equal to".)

5.. 2= + = 1

6: #85

7. 13 + d / 15 + o

8. 412(5) / 5(12)

9. 7(6 x 3) = (7 x6) x3 dq

10. - = 8(i)

11. 65 x 1 = 65

12. 13 X 0 = 13 .

13: 3 (7) / 2(3)

14. 4() = 12
775

.15. 8(i)



Exercises 7-lb

.

\.

In each of the sentences iri Exercises. 1-8; determine- whether replacing
. e

the variable(s) by the suggested value(s) results in a true btatement or a
false statement.

1. 7 + x = 12; let x be. 5

2. 7 +-x / 12; let be 5

3. y + 9 / 11; let 'Y - be '6

4. t + 9.= 11; let t be 6

/5 7 r 3;

(a) let x 'be. 3

(b) let x* be Nti.

6. 2y +.5x = 23;

(&) let x be 4 and y

(b) 1 x be 3 and y

(2a + 4) - b;

) let a be 9 and b

(b) let a be 3 and b

be 3

be 4

be 9

be 9

8. 5m + = (2m + 3) + x; let x be 4

up

To the right of.each sentence below is a set inputs which contains

all of the numbers belonging to'its solution set,. and possibly some that do

not belong, to the solution set. Find the solution 6 t of each sentence,

9. 3(x + 5). =-17; (0, 3 , 3 ,1)

10.
2

-

e+

(4x - 3) = 0; (1,2,3,4)

11. x2 - x = 0; -(1,2,6, i)

oaf
12. x'+ = 2; (1,2,3)

13. x(x 1) = 3x; (0;1,2)

f4. %)"x7+ 1 (0,2,4)- 3;

15. x. + 1 = 5x 1; (1, 2 ,2)

16. x + 2 x +73 (0,2,3)
-

J



7 -2. A Systematic Method of. Solution
4.

_

Finding the solutions of sentences by graphical methods or by trial

and error has eote weaknesses. It is difficult to find the solution

.set of a given sentence by graphing Lf, the solutions are nbt'integ4rs. It is

also difficult to ess such a solutiO , except. in very simple cases. For
11 .

example; to guess that m is the o 1T..solution of the equation

2(5x + 3) x)+ 9
1,

would be difficult. We are not saying that the techniques of grap ng or

guessing are not useful. In fatt, they can be. the onlymthods av ilable

.'to us to find an approximation Or-the solutions of some equatiOns. However,

we. need amore efficient way of finding the solution set of equations like

the one above.,

Consider, .fOr example, the equation. 2x 7

this equation as follows:

2x + ( -3) = T.'

This sentence assqrts that for sbte.input tAe outputs of the -'t.wo

functions 4

= 7. We first rewrite

f x -) 2x + (*3)

g : 7,

are equal- Since the output of the constant function g is always 7,

for any input, we are noking for an input, x, such that the value of the

output:of f, x + (-3), .i4 7.

To get th expression, 2x + ( -3), we see that we stated with .a.

b r,

multiplied -by 2,

multiply by
2

and then added the oppositesof 3.

multiply by
2

4

add (-3)



Tow the equation

2X + (-3) = 7

tells
4f
us that we want the value of the output, 2x + ( -3), to be 7.

multiply by 2 add (-3)

k 2x + (-3)

Reversing our steps we find'theValue of the output in the second box,

multiply by 2 add (-3)

7 + 3 1

I313( -3)

and then the value of the output in the first box.

multiply by 2

7 + 3

multiply by .

the reciprocal
of 2

add (-3)

add opp( -3)

2x (-3)

We now list the 'Successive outputs in.equation form:

2x + (-3) = 7,

or in simplest form,

2x

x

' = 7 +3',

=
1 /

t 3

x = 5.



At each successive step we aro asserting,that for some _input the values

of the outputs of-the pairs of functions,

(1) x 2x + (-3) and x -)7,.

(2) x 2x and x -) 10,

and (3) x x and x 5,

are the same. In fact the same input doe's this for each pair of functions

as shown 'in the graph below, Thus we are able to say that the.solution of
.

the sentence x = 5 is also the solution of 2x + (-3.; = 7. Such equations

having the same set of possible inputs and the same solution set are called

equivalent equations. -

10

x'7

X -

O

Y

x 2x

2x + (-3

-+ x



Exercises

(Class DisCuSsiori)

Solve the following equations. In each case show ther§Rpropriate

boxes., Finally; express each solu"tionin simplest form.

1. 2x + 7 = 15 3.
.

2. 5(x - 3) = 2

A(x +
5

= 8
3

4.
'2x + 5 ,6 3

Thetmethod used to solve the above equations, although limited in the

. kindsi of equations it can deal with, does identify Some pf the basic pro-

cedures we want to develop our more Systematic and usefUl approach.

Namely:

(1) it indicates that addition and multiplication are

,basic -t4 simplifying the expressions of an equation:.

and-suggests an acceptable order for using them;

7(2) it emphasizes the fact diat.our goal is to find ,a simple.

equation of the form x.= c where the zolution

easily recognized.

TheboxeS used in the preceding exercises were introduced as an aid

to learning. Now we will learn how tosolve equations.without the useof

the boxes. .

itt

Consider/the sentence

5Xy (-2) = 13.

If we usoe;r43

.

for the input x, the values of tng outputs of the two functions.

and
f 1 x--0 5x + (-2)

g 13

are 5(3)'.1. ( -2) and 13,

and the sentence becomes a true statement

5(3) +-(-2) = 13_

.or 13 = 1.
V"'

That is if %x is replaced by,a solution of the equation, then

x + " and "13" are two different names for .the same number, If

12



3 . we can multj.ply 10 and get

'"(10)(5x + (-2) ).". and "(10(13 ) "

which are.two different names for the same number, 130. If x is

then we can add 30 and get'

"5x+ (-2) + (30)" and "13 + -(30)"

which are two different names fdr the same number; 43.. ThiSsituation
will-occur only when the.nuMber x

equation; in this case 5x + (-2) = 13.

Exercises 7-2b

(Class' Discus sion)

The first'est6tement in each exercise

is a solution of. the given

is a true statement.

(10+ 5). = 15. Are "(9)(10 + 5)" and "(9)(15)" two different names

for the same number?

2- 12 + 1. Are "2 + 2"..and "2 + (12 A- two different names for
4 4
the sate 'number?

3. 4,721,652.. (3)(1,573,884). Are "4,721,652 + 5,649,721" and

."(3)(1,573,884) + 5,649;721" two different names for the same number?

(4,721,652 - 2,510,342) = 2,211,310.

Are "(3,284,621)(4,721,652 - 2,510,342)" and "(3,284,621)(2,211,310)"
,

two different names for the same number?

In the process of solving equations using the boxes you sawthat

you could use the operations of addition or multiplication to simplify

the expressions in the equation. The best part of that.process was being

see what steps to take to undo or simplify the expressions in theable to

'equation.. Basically you looked at an expression

what steps you would take; starting with to

and than'you.reversed the steps to simplify it.

without the boxes and develop a method that will

like 2x + 10, decided.-

construct this expression,

Now let's try to:do this

solve many more equatipns.



Example.:. If there is an input such that
4

X = 3

is a true statement, then does the Sameaput

also'make the following equation a trueatatement:

5x 2 = 17?

(1) Start witl = 3,

(2) .Multiply by 5 .. (5)x =-(5)

(3) Add 2.. 5x =.15 + 2

or 5x + 2 =17.

(4)

(5)

Now start with 5x + 2 = 17.

Add (-2). 5x + 2 + (72) = 17 +

'or 5x = 15.

(6) Multiply by -5 (2)(5 = (2)(15)
1

5 5.

t

or x = 3.

'Exercises 7-2c

(C14ss Dismission)

1. Starting with ,x = 5 show how you can get 2x + 3 = 13. Reverse the

process and show how to get x f starting with .2x + 3 = 13

2. Starting with x = 6 show how you can get 3(x - 7) = -3: Reverse

the. process andtshow how you can get x = 6 starting with

3(x 7) = -3..
/

Starting with x =
'

show how you can get 5x + 2 = 9. Reverae
5

the process and show how you can get x = 1 starting with 5x +2 =
5

4. Starting with x = -2, show how you can get 5 - 3x = 11. Reverse

the piedess and show how you can get x = -2 starting with

5.- 3x = 11;

o'



We now-have :tale basic parts .o our more syStematic method of finding

he solution set of an equation. Welkill summarize the prqcedure that has

been.develdVd thus far.
Ita

A I1) If a sentence, like -2x + 3 = 17; -bcomes a true statement

for some iiiput x,4 then we can add any nkimber to the number

on bkth sides of the sentence and the resulting sentence will

be a true statement torthe. same input x.

(2) If a sentence, -like 2x + 3 =F, .becomes a true statement

foreominput x, then we oan'muttiply the number orb both

sides of the sentence by any nonzero number and the resulting.je.-.sentence will be.a true statement for the same input x:

(3) For each step in the simplification we select one of . \

the operations, addition or.multiplication,-and a number such

that an indicated operation in the sentence is undone.

(4)- If the operation to be undone is the addition of some

number, then you add the opposite of that Number to the

number on both sides of the equation.

(5) If the operation to be undone is multiplicationbieome

number, then you multiply the.number on both sides of the

equation by the reciprocal of themultiplier.

Now our work could be arranged as followS:

If 2x + 3 = 17.. is a ttue statement for some input x,

then 2x + 3 -b (-3) =_17 + (-3) is a true statement for the

same input x,

2x + 0 = 14 is a true statement for the same input ,x,

(412x = (2)(14) is a true statement for the same input x,

x = 7 is a true statement for the same input x.

The solution set of the last equation is (7). Since each step is

reversible, (7T is alsO the solution set of the first equation: We know

that each step is reversible since every number, except zero, has a

teciprocal, and every number has an opposite.



3xercis'Es.'7-2d

git

:Find the solution sets of the following equations. Show your work and

be sure that each step is reversible.

1..

.2.
en

3..

4.

'.4Y-4- 5 =14-5

12 - y

1N - 2 = 10

n - 5 = 7

4n 7 5.=

6.

10.

12n)- 5 =

x .+1= 10

- 2

= 1 + x

4
x.47.

9

C..

1
13

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

ep-

-4y 3 2
2-

,.08d = 73. 0-

2, x = 17 .

6 =

6.2 + x = 1.12

7 -3. Simplifying.

Sometimes we are asked to findithe solution of an equation like

' 4x + 5 = 3x+ 2.

In other words, we are ?ooking for an input x such that thg/outputs of the
`-A

functions

f x 4x + 5

and :_x -43x + 2

are equal. From t graph below we see that th outputs of the two functions

are equal for an input of -3.

*f-

CT--

16

12



3

f

Yi f : x-+ 4x` +5

.

, 0.
g: x -+ 3x -1.42'

mo e -7

'et

ti

We can also use our systetatic approach to find the solution set of

such equations.

If 4x + 5 = 3x + 2 is a Jkrue statement for some inp14 x,

then Ax.+ (,-3x) + 5 = 3x + (-3x) + 2 1s a true statement for the same

x + 5

x + 5 =

=

x =

input x,

2 is a true statement for the same input x,

p

2 + -5) is a true statement for the same input x,

-3 i a true statement for die same input x.

Ath

The solution set of this last sentence is (-3). Since each step is re-

versible, the solution set of the origifial sentence is

Consider the sentence,

2 + 3x =\3x - 1.

Letts find itsisolution set.

.. If 2 + 3x = 3x is q true:statement for some input x,

then 2 + 3x + (-3x) = 3x + (-3x) - 1 is a true statement for the same

input x,



r

a

2 = -1 is a,trup statement for

ObViousgy therenls

4hetwo

-3noinput that will make :this

unctioriC,. f : x --2 anc114, x

01

the samt. input x.

statemebt true. The graphs
,

f :: x-0- 2

-2

also verify that no input exists that

.

g : x-0.11

will result-in equal,Rutputs for these

two functions. In this case we say that the solution set'of the original

sentence is j he empty set; 0.

4-

Simplify each of

2x + 3x

2. (-2)x + 3x

3. -x + 7X

1.

Exerci es 7-3a

(Class Discussion

the following:

D5.

6.

rs

5x + (-5x)

) (-5x)

ftExercises 7-3b

Find the solution sets of the following equations.

2x = x + 2 K6se the graphical method and then solve algebraically.)

2. 2x + 3x + 5 = 9

14



4,

5,

2x + 7 =x

2x + 6 .

Mho

7 6., 3x + 5 = 2x \

7.. 12x -I- 7x + 24

8. o + (-3x) + 2 = 7x 4- 5 - i.

a

....

444.

9 5y +'8 . 7y + 3 + (-2y) + 5

10.4., 2y + + 7y = 8. (-9y) + +: 18y

V

774.; English Sentences and MathematIcal"Seiitencef
'f'

Mathematical sentences are used in many waySin many different- fields.
A

Equati;ons serVe as models of electrical circuits, weather patterns, and td

describe what is happening in a canceric;Th,,One of the important steps in

+)..s

c

I ra

constructing mathematical 'sentenCes, that can serve aspodels of real life

situations, is the translation of English sentences into mathematical

sentences. -s.

A first step is ..to learn to translate English Orases into mathematical

phrases. For example:

Write a mathematical phraselthat can serve as

a model of.te English plirase,-"The sum of twice

a number andNeven".

You can think of the translation of matheMaticalphrases asa aeries of

function machines that are hooked together in the fotlowing way. Put -

a number n in the first machine. Then let the output of the first

machine becsme the input.of the second machine, and .so forth,

.

4

n

7

15

O

R. .1.



Exercises 7-4a

(C4,Ass Discussion)
-

1.

ti, , .

' Write mathematical-4hrar'es ee,;..eriting each of the following..

\--.-----:-.J

4 \'

r

A number addedtiur.
116

2. A number increast4 by seven.

3. rive 1;ubtracted, trom.,a0 number.

4. , A:number,subtracted from five. *

y. The product. of nine and's. number. .

6.- A numberirtracted from twice the number.
4

7. The quotient of-three-tiees a number and 2.

8. Increase two times a number by 3.

L

$9. Ten less than seven times a number.

10. e amount represented by the quoti nt of eight times a number and

te
4
mathematical sentences that are MOdels of English

sent ces.'weusually areetranslating sentences that say; for some set of

inputs e output of one function is equal to, unequal to, less than, or

ut of a second functioi. The verb forms h thesegreater th

sentences are represented by the symbol /, <, and >. '

Consider the problem; "The'sum of a certain number and

eight isequal -CO two more than the product of four and

the:number. What is the number?" If we ltt ;x represent

a number, then we can identify two functions in the1.
above statement;.

° Example:

.t" f. : x + 8 and g : x 14.De 2.
.

The problem says that for some i put x the outputs of

these twofunctions are equal. is situation is

represented by the equation

4
X 8 = 4x + 2.

IL

16 20



Solution" x +8 = 4x + 2

xl$'1118+ (-8) = 4x.+ 2 + (-8)

,= 4x -6

(-4x) x (-4x)'; 4x 26

-Sx.

(4)(73x) .=" (-

x =

Te Exercises 7-4b

1For each of the ,following problems w to a Mathematical sentence

which can serve as a model of the situation. Then find the solution Set
.

.

of each sentence and giv swer.to the question-, .

1. If one is added to twice a boy's e the result is nineteen. What

is the boy'S age?

....

2. A number'is increased by. 7 and th
(
sum is tripled. The cesillt. is

decreased by 5 and e differen is divided by 4. The final result

is '8. Willat is the or ginal number?

3. One number is three times as large as' another number. Their difference

is 12. What is the smaller number?

4. A' board 45 inches long is to be cut into two pieces so that one

piece is 3 inches longer than the other. Find Ahe length of each

piece.

5. The sum of a numberl\ and twice that nuMer.A 27. What is the-number?

6. Take a number. Add 5 to it and multiply the result by 4. If your
reSult.is 48; then what was the original number?

7. The sum of three numbers is 83. The firstnumber is double the

second an4-the third number is 7 more than the second. Find the

three-numbers,

8. Two cars start from thesame point at the same time and travel in the

same direction at constant speeds. of 34 and. 45 miles per hour,

respectively. In how many hours will they be 35 miles apart?



9. A student has test. grades of _75 and 82. CEi,frif.ust'he beiq' on. a
third test to have an avrage of '87?

.10. Jones promised that. when family went to Southern California in

the summer, JOhnnY could spend 5 days all, by himself in Disneyland,.

Knott 40BerrY Farm and Marineland. Johnny. saved up the money to spend

on the trip. On Rack of the five days, in the .morning before Johnny

set out, Mr. JoneS added $5 to the amount :Johnny already had: tech

day- Johnny limited himself to spending half the amount he hail+ when he

set .out in 'the morning. At the end of the rive days Johnny found that

he had eicactly $4.85 left'. How much was it that Johnny had saved

up to spend on the trip?

7 -5.. Inequalities

In many mathematical sentences the order symbols, < or >, and the

symbol / appear. Some examples of inequalities are

3x - 7 < 8,
2x > 4,

and x + 2 / 3.
Or

These are read "3x minus 7 is less than 8",
"2x is greater than 4,

and "x plus 2 is not equal to 3".

We will find that the sentence 3x =7 < 8 will become a true state-

ment' for some values of the variable x and a false statement fiiir others.

The values .for which the sentence becomes a tme statement are called the

scrLutions of the inequality. Thus, if the input x is replaced by 3 in

the function

x P 3x - 7,

then the output becomes 3(3) - 7 which is 2. Since 2 is less than

8, the sentence 3x - 7 188 becomes a true statement when x is replaced

by 3. Hence 3 is a solution of the inequality. To find some others

let's look at the graph, of the two functions

f : x 3x - 7 and g :

.18 22
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5 we was am*

0 3

.I

f : x--+ 3x -7

g :

Inn' X

It is clear that the values of the,two functions are equal for an

input of 5. It should be clear, from the graph, that only for an input

less than 5 is the output of f-: 3x - 7 less than the output of

g : 8. Furthermore for every number less than the output of f

is less.than the output of g. Therefore we say that the solution set of

the sentence

Ms. 3x -.7 < 8

is the set of all numbers less than 5. We can represent this set on the

number line as 'follows:

The open circle means that 5 is not included in the solution. set.

Since the output f: - 7 is greater than the',Output of

g : X-4 8 for inputs greater than 5, and for no other valUes of x, -the

solution set of the sentence

7,> 8



as

is the set of 'all numbers

numberiiine'as follows:

.1 A 1

-6 -5 -4

greater than

-3 -2 -

I

5. This set can be shown on the

2

Exercises 7-5a

(Class Discussion)

4 ;5 .6 7 8

Using a graph, determine the solution sets of the following.mathematical

sentences. 'Vepresent the graphs of. the solution sets on the number line.

1. 2x - 2 = -3x +'3

2. 2x - 2 < -3x + 3

3. 2x - 2 > -3x + 3

It is possible to find the solution sets ofinequalities in a manner

similar to the'method we developed for equations. To do this we need to 411e-

4ecognizd two properties of order. Let us fix two points, a and b, on

the number line with a < b.

a

If we add the same number c to a and to, b, then we move to the right

IcI units, if c is positive; and to the left 161 units if c is

r\ negative.

$

-ICI
a+c

In both "cased a +

property of order.

b+c a+c a b+c

c- is to the left of b + c. We gtate the following

Additive Property' of Order. If a, b, c, are rational

numbers and if a < b, then a + c < b + c.
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Exercises 7 -5b

(Class Discussion)

'Apply the additive property of'order to determine which of the

following Statements are true.

1. (_ g) 4 ) +4

2. (- (-5) < (- i)(g) (±5).

3. (-.3) ( -2)(- 3)<
8
-3"

4. Illustrate theAdditive property of order, using the number line, for

a = -3, b = 1 with c having successively the values -2, ,2 0,

3.
,..

We can use the-additiVe property of orde to find the solution sets

of inequalities in the following way.

Example: Find the solution set of x + 3 < 1. .

If. x + 3 < 1 is a true statement for some'number x,

than x + 3 (-3) < 1 (-3) is a true statement for the same

number x,

.x < -2 is .a true statement for the same number x.

Since these steps are reversible the .solution set of the f,irst

sentence is the same as the solution s.et of the last sentence,

namely,

the set of alll° numbers less than -2.

Exercises 7-5c

Find the solution sets of the fo lowing sentences. Graph the solution

sets on the number line.

1. 3 + x < (-4)

2. (-3) <.x + (-2)

3. 2x < (-5) + x

4. 3x > 4
+ 2x

3

(_ ) + 2x
3

+ x
3 .

6. (-2) + 2x .< ( -3)..+ 3x* 5

7. (- > x (i)

21
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. 2-4

C19ksider the' true statement:
.

< 8. ..
. . .,,

. .--
If each. of these nuMbe is multiplied. by 2, theA.necluald:ty

,

/ .,, (5)(2).< (8)(2);

or 10 < 16,

is'.al5o a true statement. ,

Exercises 7-5d

(Class DisCussion)

. CompleteoExercises 1 - 6 by inserting an inequ'plity symbol ?<" or

tomake a true btatement'.

(a') 7 .10 4. (a) -7 -2

(U) 6(7 . 6(10) (b) 2(-7)' ye 2(-2)

2. (a) -9 6 5. (a) -1 .8

(b) 5(7,9) 5(6) (b -3(8)

(a) 2 3 6. (a). -5 -4

(b) 4(2) -4(3) (b) -6(-5)' -6( -4)

7. Look at the two partsaof each exercise.

(6) orn which exercises did you use the. same inequality symbol in (a) and

(b)?

(b) In -which exercises did you use different s:mbols in (a) and (b)?

(c) Choose one example in which you used th'a same inequalit:' symbol and

one in which you 'useddlfferent symbols. Cap you see what caused,the.

difference?

The above exercises suggest another important property of order.

Multiplicative Property of Order- If a, b, and c are

_rational :numbdrs and if a < b, then

acCbc, if c is positive;'

be < ac, if c is negative.

We can use both of the properties of order to find the solution sets of
4

sentences like

6x - 45. < 105.

26
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If 6x + (745) < l05- is a true statement for some number x,

then 6x + (-45). '(45) < 105 + (45). is a true statement for the same

number x,

6x <1.50 is a'true'statement for, the same number.,x,,

(i) 6x < 150 is a true statement for the same

number x,

i'< 25 it.a true statement for the same number .x. .)

Since .the steps are reversible the solution set of the sentence

6x -.45.< 105

is the set of all numbers less than 25.

Exercises 7-5e

Find the solution sets of the following sentences.

1.. 2x + 3'< 9

2. 5x - 8 < 16

3 . 7 - 3x > 2

4. (-2x) + 3 < -5.

5. (-2) + (-4x) > (-6)

6. + 7 < (-2x) + (-5)

7. 5 + (-2 ) < 4x + (-3)

8. 5x + 3x 9 < 4

9. (I) (- i) < (- i) (-3x)

10. + 5 + (-4)( + 3) < 6

j

:1 Trans to the following situations into mathematical sentences and-solve.

11. Johnny Jon tad abuncliof diMes and one half-lebllar. !In all he.had

more than o dd11a:r6'. How many dimes must he have had?. .

Johnny is. 2. years older than Sally. The sum of their ages is les

than 'their fathr!s age which is 42 years. How old is Sally?

a. 21

A
13. .If Johnny is 2 years-Older than Sally and the sum of their ages is

greater than their mother's age which is 39 years how old is Sally?

23



14. The lines in Miss Jones' grade book for Richard, Tom and Ann' logk like

this:

First
Test

Second
Test

Third
Test

Richard 92 77 ? '

Tom 81 56 9

Ann

...----------------

78 67 9 2

Each of the udents would like to have an average greater than 80

after the' ird test. For each student find what he must score on

the thi test so as to obtain an average greater than 80 if this

is poa ile. (The maximum score on any test is 100.)

15. Dave Hart decides to spend the summer vacation earning money for his

college education. Her figures that there are 49 working days, and

that his expenses will amount to $69. Row much does he have to '

earn per day in order to save a total gredter than $470?

Mx. Robinson drives a compact car. He finds that he can get 22 miles

per gallon df gasoline on'the open road and 16 miles per gallon of

gasoline in heavy traffic. On a trip, of over 142 miles Mr. Robinson

used 7 gallons of gasoline. How many miles of the trip were on the

open road? (Hint: Let x represent a number of gallons of,gasoline

a car used on the open road.)

17. Mrs. Tobin has g large family. She planned a family party at 'which

she served turkey and ham. She ordered a twelve-pound turkey and an

eight-pound ham. If ham costs 15 cents per pound more than turkey and

her bill was less than $10.20, what is the cost of a pound of

turkey?

. 2 8
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7-6. Approximating 'Solutions

We can also use the graphical method to.find solutions of a new kind

of equation though it will' usually give only approximatte solutions. Consider

the 'following situation:

"Assume that an object thrown Vertically downward from the

top of a cliff.above a lake falls according to the _law

16x2 + 48X = s where s represents the distance that the

object falls dAing the first X seconds. How long does it

take for'ihe object to travel the 64 feet to.the surface

of the lake?"

A The model of the situation is

16x2 + 48x = 64.

-1
Multiplying by Tg we get

x
2

t 3x = 4.

Adding the oppoSite of 3xj. we get

.x
2

= + 4.

Here we' graph the two functiOns

f : x --) x
2

and g : x -3 -3x + .4:
T.

The graph of g is just a straight line. The graph of f,: however,

is curved and we will need to plot's number of points in order to sketch

the graph with reasonable accuracy.

x _2 3
lia

-2-
4 2 2

i
. 2

x2 1 4 9
. 1 1

1±2 16

Noting that the square of a number is .the same as the square of its

opposite (for example, 3
2

= 9 and (-3)
2

= 9) we'now sketch the graph.

,29
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5 6
e x
7

We note that there are two inputs for which the'two functions have

equal outputs, namely 1. and (74). The only result that makes sense when

the solutions from the mathematical model are interpreted in the problem

situation is 1. That is, the object will hit the lake surface after

1 second.

We can also see from the graph that the solution set of

x.
2
< -3x + 4

is the set of all numbers less than 1 and greater than -1, since the

graph of f is below the graph of g in this interval. The solution

set of

2 ,
x > -3x + 4

consists of those numbers, x, for which either

x <74 or x > 1.
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If these points_did not' have integral coordinates, then we could

estimate the values of the inputs from the graph.

Exercises 7-6

1. Use the graphical method to find approximate solution sets for each

of the folloWing.

2 = 5

2 -; )c < 5

2 2 x >5

2. Use the graphical method to find approximate solutions sets for each

of the following.

3x = - x
4

2
x - 3 < 2 -

2
3 > 2 - x

3. Use the graphical method to find approsamate solutions for each of

the following.

Summary

Section 7-1.

An equation may be thought of as asserting that for some dnput

the values of the outputs of two functions are equal.

If a value is assigned to the variable in an equation in one

variable, then the equaiiori becomesa statement which is either true

or false, but not both.

We call the set of values that are assigned to the variable in

27
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an equation, and that result in a true statement, the solution set

of the equation.

Section 7-2.

We usually "solVe" equations by finding simpler equivalent

equations.

Equivalent equations are equations that have the same set of

possible inputs for the variables and the same solutiOn set.

We often use addition of opposites and multiplication by

reciprocals to find simpler equivalent equations.

The statement a = b means pat "a" and "b" are different names

for the.same number. If ".e" and "b" are names fbi the same numbbr,

then "a + c" and "b + c" similarly are two names for a single number,

a are "ac" and "bc". s, if a = b, a'+ c = b + c and ac = bc.

It is also the case'

(1) if a + c = b + c+then a = b

and (2) if ac. = be and c / 0, then a F.

a

Section 7 -3.

When.the vafiable occurs in more than one term in an equation,

the.equation. can be simplified in one of two ways:

(1) by combining the terms using the distributive

property if they are on the.same side of the equal

sign,

or (2) by adding the opposite of one of the numbers to the

numbers on both sides of the equation.

Section 7+4.,

One of the important steps in finding a mathematical modelof a

real-life situation is the translation of the verbal statement of the

situation into meaningful mathematical symbols. The variables should

be described carefully. The description of the variable should say

what it measures, such as whether it is the number of- inches, the

number of donkeys, or the number of tons of wheat.

28
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. Each'prOblem has.three distinct parts in itb

.solution:

(1) the translation, or the creation of the mathematical,

.model of the situation,

(2) the solution of the.mathematical-sentence or sentences,

-.8.46-l'NW) the interpretation ofsthe solution in the original

situation.

Section 7-5.

It iacustomary td call a simple mathetatical sentence involving

"<" or ">" an inequality. The solution sets of inequalities

usually are sets with many numbers in them and it is sometimes

convenient to represent these sets on the numhef lihe.

There are two useful properties of order that we use to simplify,

inequalities. They are:

Additive Property of Order: For any rational numbers

a, b, and c, if,a< b, hen 'a+c<b+ c.

Multiplicative Property of Order: For any rational

numbers a, b, and c, if a,< b and 0 < c, then

. ac < bc; if a < b and C < 0, then bc < ac.

.Section T76,

The approximate solutions of sentences like x
2

= ax + b,.
2
x < ax + b, and x

2
> ax b . can quite often be found by using

graphical methods. To do this we graph the functions

f : x x
2

and g : x ax + b

and look at the values of their outTUts for different' inputs'.

29
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Chapter 8

CONGRUENCE'

8-1. A Road Building Problem_

A story is told that in ancient Greece there were two towns separated

by a mountain. It was desired to build a straight road joining these towns

by tunneling through the mountain.

N Ti-e=.

Figure 1 ,

The towns, A and B, and the mountain are shown in Figui'e 1.

31
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e ancient Greeks used their knowledge of geometry to solve this

problem in the following way. First theyopicked a point C from which

both towns A and., B were visible, Then line segments wee drawn

connecting with. A and B.

I!

Figure 2

32
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.

On the line 117 they located point D so that the distances from

timilarly they located point
.

E on the line BCC so that the distanceS from C to E and from C to B

were equal. m4 segMent DE was drawn as shoWn. below.

C to D and from C to A were the same.

Figure 3

The ray AP was drawn that LA had the same measure as LD:

Likewise the ray BQ was drawn so that the measures of LB and LE were

equal.

Two construction teams started tunneling at P and Q on the same

level in the directions'indigted by the rays. .0 and IA% Sure enough,

they met in the middle of the mountain.
t

In this chapter we shall discuss the geometric ideas which enabled

the ancient Greeks to solve thia.problem.

O
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8-2. Congruent Segments and Congruent Angles

On the edge of a ruler, the marks

that match points A and B of AB
s'

A B. maybe made to coincide with points AI

(read A prime) and B' (read B prime).-

A'. B' This shOws that is a copy of AB

and that they have the same length. In

-Other words, they are congruent.

If we let Mean "is congruent to", then we can write:

. AB.

We use the names A' and B' to emphasize that these,. points correspond

respectively to points A and B. Since AB and IOW. have the same

length, we can write "mAB = mAIBI , which means "the measure of AB

equals the measure of A'B' ".

Definition: FOr any segments AB and CD, if mAB = mCD.

then AB "4 CD. Furthermore) if AB'tCD then

mAB = mCD.

We alsouse the symbol .AB for mAB. Thus AB stands for the set

of points which makeup the segment, while AB stands for the real number

which is the measure of the segment.

If a copy of LABC is made 'on

a tracing sheet, it will fit exactly

on or coincide with LRST. Then

the two 'angles are congruent and they

have the same measure.

Definition: For any angles LABC and LRST, if

mLABC = maST then' LABC LRST. Furthermore,

if LABC ; LRST then mLABC = MLIRST
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(Class Discussion)

1. Copy the diagram below.

'Show w a protractor can be used to draw a ray 0 so that

LSRT LBAC.

2. Explain why any segment or any angle' is always congruent to itself.

3.. The two angles, LAOB and LCPD are congruent.

(a) Explain LAOB = LBW

but LAOB / LCPD.

(b) What is the difference

between the meaning of

"equals" (=) and of

"is congruent to" MI?

(c) Why do we write:

mLAOB = mLCPD, instead on

m.LAQB ; mLCPD?
2;

4; Given AB = BC. Draw sketche.6 and give reasons for your answers to

the following.

(a) Can points. A, and C be on a line?

(b). Must points A, B, and C be on a line?
44'

(c) Can points A, B, and C. be in a plane?

(d) Must points. A, B, and C be in a plane?
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Given LABC LCBD.

(a) Can A, B, C, and D be in a plane? Show a sketch.

(b) Use the diagram at the left

to shol.i that points A, B,

C, and D do not have.to

b&in.the same plan_ in order

that LABC LCBD.

(c) Show that the corner of a

room can also be used to4srEcnr

that A, .B, C, and .D

need not be in the same plane.

Exercises 8-2b
^

1. Explain the difference between the following two statements:

AB = CD; AB CD.

2.' Tell whether:each ofthe following is a number, or a set of points.

(a) TD (c) mLCAB (e) CD

(b) ual
,

(d) LDCA

3. Tell whether each of the following is true or false and give a reason

for your answer.

(a) If mLA = -mLD then LA = LD.

(b) IE, LM = LI1 then mLM= mLR.

(c) If '2)3 !.4 LC then LB = LC.

(d) If LP = LQ: then LP LQ.

For each of the following exercises, draw sketches and give reasons

for your answers.

4.. If NT3 =. BC ,,and
.

BC = CD',

(a) can A, 'B, C, and D be on a line?

(b) must A, 'B, C, and D be on a line?
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5. If AB =I' BC and BC 7-4 CA,-

(a) can A, B, and C be on the same line?'

(b) ;what is the figure called which contains these three congruent

segments?.

6. If LAOB ; LBW LCOA,
i

(a) can A, B, C, and 0 be in a plane?

(b) must A, B, C, and 0 be in a plane?

7. If AB = EC, BC t GD, and. CD 7.DA,'

(a) can A, B, C, and D be on a line?

(b) can A, B, C, and. D be in a plane?

8. If LDAB LDCB and, .LCDA LABC, can A, G and D be in

a' plane?

9.7' If ABIZ BC and CD 74
is

DA, can. 114c, and D be in a plane?
..

'''.---- A10. If AB. Z CD.' and AC = BD, i.

(a) can A, 'B, ,C, .and . D be on a.: line? , -e

(b) must A, Bj C, and .D be on a line? .

8 -3. Addition and Subtraction Properties for Segments

In the drawing below, AB. and SR have been Marked with'a single

mark to, show that AB = SR. Likewise BC ,and ST' are marked with double'

marks to show that BC ST.

A

AC = AB U BC
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We know that mAB = mRS and mBC =lbaST..' Why? It seemsieasonable

that the measures of AC and RT can be found by adding -the measures of

tie
,

two smaller segments contained in AC and RT.

Then, mAC = mAB mBC.

and 'mRT = mRS mST.

The measures of AC and RT are, found by adding the same pair of

numbers. Why?

Hence mAC = mRT, and therefore AC 74. RT. We must ;flake certain that

the. points are collinear because
.

if RS and ST are drawn as .

Shown at the left, then RT and

AC are not congruent.

We shall agree to the

following statement.-

Addition Property fdi:'Congruence of Segments:

If B is between A and- Ci and -S is between R and T,

and it AB RS and BC ST, .then AC RT. 4

This property may also be observed id subtraction form. In the

drawing below AC Z- RT as

shown by the brades and

BC ; ST as shown by the single

mark.

The measures of AB and Rs,

may be found by subtracting the

same pair of numbers.

T 1 S

RT = RS ST

mAB = mAG - ram,

mRS mRT - mST

Therefore- AB RS..

This property is 'called the subtraction property of congruence for

iegments.
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Exercises 8-3a,

(Class Discussion)

1. Illustrate the addition and subtraction proParties for segments

using sticks.

2. :State the subtraction property of congruence for Segments:
.

3. For the segment 7ti, shown below, 'AB Z.CD. 'What conclusion can ypu

' i

make, using the addition

D .B . t. property for segments?

4. For the segment AD below, AC ; BD as shown by the braces. What

conclusion can you make,
NC-

.- using the subtraction property
.'t 'A B1/4

for segments?

:....Exercises 8-3b

Fromthe information-given, state the conclusions you can make
7

justify your answers.

1. Miven: AB rCD.

o

B

Given:' AC 74 BD.

A

D

3' Given: AB 1. FG.

B

39

E
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.1

7. Given: AB = CD.

Given: AC Z PR, AB= PQ.

4

A B C

5. Given: AC = CE, ,BC =.CD.

6. Given: AB =
Y

TC BC = CD,
A

A
0

. 1 I

A B C

f

I

P Q. .R

CD = DE.

C D E-'4

D E

Given: AC = BC = DE.

A. V N

I
I

A B C D

Given: 0Ai = A2B2, BC = BIC'.

0 I

C' B' A' 0 A

10. Given: AC Z CE, AB = DE.

B
ill

1

A BC D E
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874. Addition and Subtraction Properties for Angles

In the diagram below, the ray OB is between at and 57 since B

is in the interior of 'AOC.

-Thus,two.angles are formed;

LAOB. and 'BOC Which have a

common vertex, a common'ray,, and

Their interiors do not overlap.

These two angles are.called

adjacent angles: (Adjacent means

"neighboring ".)
. .

Definition: When we say that two angles are adjacent,' we'mean' that

(a) they have a common vertex, (b) theyhaVe a common

ray or side, and (c) their interiors do. nOt overlap.

Arilles.have addition and subtraction properties similar to those for

segments.' For the adjace

angles shOwn at the left, the

single marks show that

LABD = LTRS

and the double marks show that

LDBC LQRT.

B

The measures

of numbers.

of 'ABC and .".QRS are

Therefore, "ABC = 'QRS.

found by adding the same pair

,mLABC = mLABD mLCBD

mLQRS = mLSAT m'QRT
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A special case of a pair of adjacent angles is shown below. oil a

line .ABC is between A and

B forming opposite rays. CA

and CB. A point .D not on'the

line deterMines the ray CD,

forming tiA two adjacent angles

LACD and LBCD.
mLBCD + mLBCD = 180

. Using a protractor it can be shown that the sum of the measures of

these two angles, in degrees, is 180. The measure of either angle can be

expressed in subtraction form.
. .

\i- For example, mLBCD = 180 - mLACD.

Two lines AB and CD intersect at 0 as shown below.

Name the four angles that

are, formed.

LAOC and AIM are a pair

of non - adjacent angles. Why?

Name the other pair. of\+non-

adjacent angles.

These two pairs of non-

adjacent angles. formed by two

intersecting lines are called

vertical angles. (Note that

here "vertical" is not associated

with "horizontal".)

Exercises 8-4a

(Class Discussion)

:1. Use the 'diagram below to state the addition and subtraction properties

.of congruence for angles.
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2. ' For a given angle, LAOB, describe how you would draw

(a) an angle LAOD .thit is adjacent

to .LAOB so that the sum of the

measures of the two angles is

180.

(b) an angle LBOD that is not '

adjacent.to LAOB.

(c) an angle LCQD so that LAOB.

and LCOD are vertical angles.

3.1 'Describe the figure formed by
or
the union of any pair of vertical angles.

4. 'Draw at least three pairs of.vertical angles. Use a protractor and

find the measured of these angles. What do you suspect is true about

the measures of each pair of vertical angles?

5. Two linet XE and CD interject at 0 as shown.

8 (a) Show that he- es of the

two vertical les LAOD and

LBOC are to

mLAOC.

Therefore, LAOD = .LBOC. Why?

(b) In the same way, show that the

measures of the other pair of

vertical angles, !AOC and

LBOD, 'are:equal.

Therefore, LAOC = LBOD.. Why?

From Exercise 5 above, we may conclude that:.

Any pair of vertical angles are congruent.

14.3
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Exercises 8-4b

1. From the diagraie shown below, explain why the following pairs of angles

are not adjacent. t

(a) LAOB and LCOD

(b) LAOB and LAOC

(c) LAOC and LBOD

(d) LAEB and _LEW

For this diagram, name all the

angles that are adjacent to

(a). LAOB.

(b) ,COD.

(c)(c) LBOD.

r

For this diagram, name al
1

pairs of vertical angles.

A

G

4. For a given plane,.how many pairs of vertical angles are formed by

(a) two intersecting lines?

(b) three lines intersecting, at a point?

(c) four linn intersecting at a point?
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A

In each exercise below, state the conclusions you can make from the

given information, and justify your answer.

5. Given: LABD ; LCBE

.Given: LS/T± ; LVRW

1

7. Given: LAOB ; LEOD

LBOC LCOD.

8. Given: LAW ; LEW

LAOB LEOD

LBOE

Ma-= LLEK

= LLEJ

E

Exercises 10,.11, 12, 13, 14

Given: LFEK LGEL

13. Given: LFEG LLEK

LGEH ; LJEK

ZKEH LGEJ14. Given:

. 48
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8-5. Copying Triangles

A*. .

. In the problem of the ancient Greeks building a tunnel, we saw an

application of making a copy of a triangle. In this section we shall' study

the problem of copying triangles and see just how much information about a

triangle must be knoin in order to make a copy of it.

. We could make a copy of a triangle 6ABC by making a cardboard cut-outit

which just%fits the triangle, then moving the cut-out to a new,position and

carefully tracing around it. This results in the AA'B'C'. as shown below

where 6ABC= 6A1BICI.

Figure.4

A'

We shall consider, however, the problem of copying one such triangle

without making the cardboard cutout.

:It

Let us start with the same triangle 6ABC and a segment JOB' where

A'B = AB.

'Figure 5

We wish to construct the triangle AA'B'C' which was obtained by the

cardboard cut-out shown in Figure 4. The problem consists simply Oflocating.

point C' because when the location of C' is found the triangle 6A1BICI.

can be drawn.



Three methods for lOcating C' will be-shown These methods involve

the ability to measure some but notN611, of the sides and angles of

First Method

',The first method for locating C' consists of using a protractor ang\

drawing a ray from A' so that mLAt =.m.LA: Point C' must be on this

ray.

Figure 6

We locate.. C' on this ray so that m.A?C' = mAC. Then AkA'B'C' is

completed by drawing- B'C'.

To copy a triangle, then, It is only necessary to be able to Measure

two sides and the included angle. LCAB is said to be included between the

sides AC and AB beCause these sides are contained in the angle.:

SAS (side, angle, side) Congruence-Property:

If two sides and. the included angle of one triangle have
. .

the same measures as two sides and the included angle of

another triangle, then the two triangles as congupt.

1+7

tr.



,'Second Method

Start again with 'AABIC and A'B'. DraW from Al. a ray so.that

mLAt = mLA. Then draw from B' a ray so that mLB.

Figure 7

Point C' must lie on both rays andl,therefore is the point of interr

section of the two rays.

In this case, to copy a triangle lt is only necessary to Measure two

angles and the included side. AB is said to'be included between LA' and

LB because these angles contain the side.

.

ASA (angle, side, angle) Congruence Property:

If two angles and the included,Aide of one triangle have

the same measures as two angles and the included side of another.

..triangle, .then the triangles are congruent.

Third Method'

This tip, hall measure only the sides of AOC and none of the
r/I

angles. . -

In.Figure 8 below, point C 4must lie on the circle with center at

A' and 'radius equdl to mAC.

a Figure '8
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Similarly, point Ct must lie on the circle with center at B' and
radius equal to BC.

Figure 9

Since CI lies on both these circles above the segment A'B', then

it must be the point of intersection of the arcs shown in Figure 9.

Using this method to copy a triangle, it is only necessary to be able

to measure the three sides.

. -SSS Congruence Property:

If the three sides of one triangle have the same measures'as the

three sides of another triangle, then the triangles are congruent.'

Figure 10

Returning to the tunneling problem

of the ancient Greeks, we see'that the

two triangles, LABC and pDEC, are

congruent by the SAS property. There-

fore LA 7=.- LD and .B 7. LE which

-determine the directions of the

tunneling from both sides of the

mountain.

49
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'Exercises 8-5

1. Perform the following constructions using a ruler and a Protractor..

(Lengths are expressed in inches.)

(a) Construct 6ABC so that BC = 1
2

, mLCBA = 75; 'And AB =

(b)
1 .

Construct so that DE = 1 , EF = 1 , and DF = 2.

(c) Construct 6Glij so that MLGHj = 50, HJ = 1--
1
'

And EIZGJH = 60.
2

(a) Construct A.KLR so that LR 7 1 , mLKLR = 70, and KL = 2.

2. For each of the constructions in problem ,1 find the measures of the

sides and angles whose .measures were not given.

3. Copy the given triangle and segment. Then find the missing vertex

...using the congruence property indicated.

(a)

(b)

-C

Use the SAS congruence property.

E

Use the ASA congruence property.

Use
,

the SSS.. congruence property.

At B'

D'



Use the ASA congruence property.

(e)

(f)

(g)

W

Use the SSS congruence property:

K

Use a method of your choice.

V°'

M

Use a method of your choice.

-8-6. Congruent Trianglesand Correspondence

yehaVe beenuaing: A', B', CI as namesq'or the vertiices. of a_

triangle that ia:congruent. to ,111C in a::specially convenient way: If a

copy ofAAEC were fitted on 6A'B'C' then-the vertices A and 4A', B
andn32). C and C' would match or correspond. They are called

corresponding vertices.

P' ,

V'

K' L'

M' P'



IC

.

The corresponding vertices of two congruent triangles-arefnamed by-

order they are written in a congruence statement ass, shown below.

A -'

"Corresponding Vertices

A

B

# )
.

. ...
.

. ..

From-the corresponding vertices, wp can determine he corresponding
4

sidei and angles as follows:

Corresponding Sides

.

AB Z. Kj or AB = KJ

AC Z.KL or 'AC = EL'

BC = JL or. BC= JL

L1KJL. .

Correspondi7 Angles,

or mLA ='miKLA Z.LK

LB LJ or mLB in.Lj

LC F or P4C ma.;

. Thus a congruence statement ,gives us six fads nce. It is helpful
.!4

to dhow the siic corresponding congruent partsty the markings as shown below..

Exercises 8-6a

1. -1b(plain why the following"congruence

correspondence.

LABC ADM'

,38AC 6EbF

,Write'another congruence statement that shows the same,lorrespondence.'

rp

statements'ahow the same

a.

$
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.4

. 4

24' Tell whether each.jthe.follaging.statemants istrhe or
, . 4

aZreasonjor each answer. .-7. . ..

3.

(a) .40 segment is whgrueht,. to Otself.

..

Mi0.:-411, the sides of a.IVctahle are congruent to each otha3. ?k

).'All.the'angleg of a rectangle age congruent t;o each other. ifj.Y

. , ii, .:

°'t .::'

,(d) All the sides ,of a.sql'aare are congrhent to each other.

...(6) All the. ides: fs. quadrilateral. e 6ongruen'to each other,

.

(ft- A' triangle is congruent:to itpelf.L

CO Some trfb:nglesare cOngruent. to squares.

false? Give

ff,

If /g=!= 61r XW, complete the following:

co

LS

TS =

RS t

-If 3:CA'"4 6PKL, list' the six pairs of

.'corresponding cOnal:uent parts.

Given that-' *FG =-N4IiPRS

(a) Makda sketch of the congrdInt triangles.

.(b) List the six pairs of torresOnding congruett parts

Giver khat 6.TIRS.74-.4N4UV. .1Use marks

to indicate the six pairs of corres
o

pondig cong eht parts.

is

r.
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7. Given that WHK ; kQPR. Use marks

to indicate the six pairs of corres-,

ponding congruent pai-te.

e.

In each case, write a congruence for the two triangles that is determined

by the giVen pairs of congruent parts:

(a) AD = FG

DE = GH

AE FH

(b) PQ =SR

LQ = iR

QT =1W

9. Write the congruence for the two

triangles that is determined by

the marked pairs of cOngruent.

parts.

(c) KL ; BC

LKLM = LBCD.

LM = CD

(d) LABC = LXYZ

ATh.

LBAC LYXZ

In the figures below, ifa,corretpondence looks like a congruence assume

that it really is,a congruende.. Write a congruence and then list the six

pairsOf corresponding Congruent parts. Can you find more than one con

'gruence for part (01 More than one for part (d)i

(a)

H4 r



(b)

(a)

2
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Exercises 8-6b

1. Each pair of triangles has markings indicating congruent parts. If

the triangles are congruent, state the congruence and identify the

congruence property used. If the given information does not enable

you to reach the.conclusivn that the triangles are congruent, explain

why.

(a)

(b)

(d)--
K

P

56



(e)

(g)

(h)

M'

A.

57 6 0



(r)

..



It is given that

AC 7.4 VW

LBAC LVWT

AB

(a) Are the triangles congruent?

Whyl.

(b) If so, write the congruence

forAhe triangles,.

(c) List the three pairs of corres-

ponding congruent.angles.,

It Is given that

PQ = SR

Q17 PM"

(a) Are the triangles congruent?

Why?

If so, write the congruence for

the triangles..

the additional pairs of::

oOrresponding dongrUentPartl.k;

given, that

= Z.GTE

5°'°147.:1-110,

the 4.#02,10 congruent?

141"i,?;

-,Isoit,,4.4..tile.:,congruence for

ti4t;,t1W.,.:.440#1.c114.Pairs of

'..qccirre;41.51di,,#Eit.c0111cUent parts.-

_ 59
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5. It is given that

LACB = LACD

BC= CD

(a) Are the triangles congruent?

Why?

.(b) If so, write the congruence

for.the triangles.. .-

Cc) List the additional pairs of

corresponding congruent parts.

6. In each figure below, lad= an additional pair

that if you know that these parts are congruent,

of congrUent parts,

you could

such

say that the

i,triangles are congruent. Write the congruence and identify the congruence

property used.

(a)



(e)

8 -7. Some Applications of Congruence

Exercises 8-7a

(Class Discussion)

B.

. The problem is.to measure

the distance frpm point A

on the shore to point B in ,..

the middle of a lake.

Select a point C on

the shore as shown.

It is possible to measure

LA and LC.

Show how .you would find point B' ,sotiiAt AB .= ABI.

.What congruence property shows that 4ABC.F--: 6ABle?

64
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2. The problem is to make a Copy of LA with the vertex at A' and a

side'ray. r as shown below without using a protractor.

.7Open.your compasatoan arbitrary amount and draw an arc. with center
. i .

at A intersecting the sides at B and C. Use. the .saMe.compass:

settihg::and draw an arc with Center at A' intersecting ray. 1.-.6.t
-

B' as shown below. CI must lie on thiaar6.' Why? Ov;.

w

Now.adjust the compass so that the tips coincide with B and C.

With this setting, draw an arcwithcenter at 131:IIhe intersection

.of the two arcs is at C'.

Complete the construction by drawing. the ray Al.c1.W congruence .

property shows that AABC = AA'B'C' and therefore './BACI7.=. LB'A'C'7



A triangle such as 41ABC which has at least two congruent sides
(AB AC) is called an'iSosceles triangle.

:A triangle whose-three sides are congruent.is called an equilateral

triangle.

I

Exercises. 8-7b.

1. If AB the distance.across a

lake, sholAlow AB may be

measured if points A and

are accessible. Use the

diagram:at the right.

It is desired to measure the d

length of AB but a deep.ditch

at D, intervenes.- We can use

congruent triangles to measure

AB. Explain.how this may be

done.by each of the following

Methods.

A convenient point C 'is

ken and AC and BC are

drawn.

(a). Use Figure (a) and

the ASA congruence

property.

k 63
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(b) use Figure (0:and tbe
.

SAS.congruencepropertY.

3. 'In the figure,at the right

a carpenter's square is

placed so that AB ..11 AC

and BD Da:, Use con-

gruent triangles:to"exPlain

why LEAD LCAD.

4., A surveyor at the top of

a tower (AB) sights across

a river to point C. With

the help of an assistant

on the ground, he locates

arpoint D on the liank.of

the river so that LABD = LABC.

Show how he can use congruent

triangles to determine the

width of the river '(AC).

6 7
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8-8. Con rue t Figures and Motions

You have le ed that two geometric figures are colvtruent to each

other if they -have xactlY. the same size and shape.- Two figures in the e7

tame, plebe that are Congruent may be=made_to fit together by a motion.

In this part of the chapter we will carefully analyze some important typeS

of motion.: For .example, the figure. A on the left may be m die to fit, or.
-

coincide with, the figure .}3 by a sliding motion in the direction of the

arrow. We

.Figure it

say that figure ;it"- the s lige image of figure : A, t at- the'

, slide "tans figure : A onto figure. B. Likewise, figure -B' - is slide

c image offigure A' because a sliding motion in the direction of the

right-hand.arrovi carries Al into -113T T.

Consider the congruent figures-shown below% Note that no slide will
.

map figure R onto figure

Figure. l2

, #

Howevri

;our tnr.9.4ntk

turn ma pf qgure - R,, or that the turn maps. figure R 'onto.ffgure:

may be made to coincide with figure S by a 'rotation

iat as a center 3( tura We'say that figure is the
. ,
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The center-of turn may even be a point c
O.

Consider .the congruent figures shown below.

tmnon to the two f

Figure ]_3

For .each of these pairs of congruent figures,.make..two statements--one
f.

that uses the words turn image and one, that uses the word maps. Also,

name the point of turn in eanh'case.
.

. Tlae third basic motion that wewill. consider is the flip. You can
ft%

ythink ooff. a ,Slip.e.S. the motion-involved-When you turn over a sheet Of'paper.

,In the process of flipping a .Sheet cpl' paper the plane of :the paper is
.

rotated,, as shown belOw. .

Figure 14

- .

In this case, the line. AB is called"the flip axis. 'Consider the, congruent

pair of figures, E and F, shoWn below.,

4

i I

, F

Figure 15

6669



, At
Figure E may be:made to ncide with fire F :5by a fiip-abOut;:g

tte flip dXiaz We gay that figure F i@ the flip imgge of figure E or

,;..':that the flip- marq,f4i.gure E . onto figure F. .

e. .' t;P: 4:

In f.lEure.16, note hola the figures

and m.

are related byitlips about
Y

n

Figure

The line that is .dhosen for.tha- flip can make a lot of. difference.

ipes. What happens thq0s
41i.

onsider the same figure but two diffee

'interesting inthe second case beloW?.

.

frrf.lk

,..c

V:,4.

Figure 17

. . _
. ,.. .'Il we.rlip this figUre on' m as the flip axis we have eXactly the MEtee%sRt ..

of points that we had before the motion. took place. That is, the figure is
1

. its own image for.the flip described. In such a-case, we say that the-figi!tre
.

'.

is invariant' under the motion. .'- 5'
,

'It interesting t6 observe that sometimes two congruent figures can

be made to coincide by diff4ent motions. ltdr example, figure: .H oan be madam_

67



to coincidevith:figure G by a f;,ip or by '6. turn/slide or by other ways.
a.

(See l'igureq:18 and 19.) Find one other way.

In. each case the given pdir of figures are congruent.. For each

congruent patl,,show exactly how the efgure
,.

maAcee(1)*nay be ;napped
.14

le 4-
into the mapked (2) by tibing the motisxis of) slide, turn, or

flip, or A comblnation o thse:methods. Use arr4os) describe
is'

. N-.

s.11its or; turns and d ted lines to identifYl-flip axd;.: Describele
. ..

more than ong method tf making the figues coincide if you can.
*

Examplev

ff
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0

Possible Solution:

P

rotation about point P

Possible Solution:

Possible Solution:

rotation/slide

Possible Solution;,

N

rotation/flip slide/flip

Can yoll find any others? Hint: there are some:

(a) (b)

( 2 )



4c)

(a)
We

(f)
eW,

(e)

(g)

Can you plan a ,problem like those above that will challenge your

classmates?

70



2. The figures below are to be'flipped on the dotted lines as axes:

In which cases is the figure invariant under the indicated motion?

(a)

(d)

4

(b)

(e)

(c)

MN.

3.. For each figure below, find-all flip axes suchthatthefigure is

invariant.'



, .

.;,Can...5,211:,4apt-p.;i';.±guretnat lies

.

,Co..n.dultnd.arly:.figures..tavittfl.pitely many fl.#iyaxes?,..

as a 460,in!din a wail

assume that-At,F,eitenat..4nfititely ihAoth direetiOns..;;_..Desor thet
, ..

motion MrmOions. itself. We sax.1.;..,

that.each:.pf:,thete...tamticintridu.Ces a..congruence-mf,4he cOtbgn..14#h
:4 '1

ittelf,-orAhat. 'the:detigh,:ArinyariantYnnaer pde.Wmfil*hege.Mottons6r.



Orientation

4"pongruent to A'B'.

e know from our meaning 'Of.the word "congruent" that AB '(or a copy of it)

could-be:Made: to fit' exactly on fact, we could slide AB so .

that . A .:coincides with A/,'-and then we could turn AB about Point

W1! 6.' AY BHcoincides with

CbnSider 'PAW and GIA'B'C'.

.4 AEC:AAIB2C2: Try to inake a copy of AABC fit .exactly on :6AYB'CI.

3,611 tried to fit a copy of AABC on AALB1GL---you.-no-:doubt-found

,that.yourcopy had to be flipped over before it couldbe made to coincide

sNo amount of sliding or.turning ..Of.6AEC :withoUt flipping

::1 4f11 take the two triangles fit together.

A'

, ;Something very simple, yet very important, is at work here.' Triangles

° in the same plane have a:property (not shared by segments_in a plane) which

we 1./11 call orientation. We say that AABC and AA'B'C' have opposite

orientation beCause even though they are congruent they can not be tadeytb

'.'.coincide-by merely sliding or turning either one in the plane of the'page.
_ .

-dr the book.
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Definition: When we say two congruent figures4h the same paane
. .

have the "same orientation ", we mean they can be made,

to coincide without a flip.

Wesometimes say that whenwe flip a figure in the:plane we "reverse"

its orientation..

Exercises 8-9a

(Class Discussion)

1. The triangles below are all congruent. Their vertices are named

"Al", "A2", "A3", etc. (read "A sub 1", "A sub 2", etc.)

to show corresponding parts clearly.

Trace around each triangle, touching the. vertices of each in the order

B,

(a) 'LiSt the triangleayouwere. forced to trace clockwise.

(b) List the triangles you were forced to trace counterclockwise..
.

) List'the triangles Which do not need a flip to make them.(or

copies .of them) coincide with GAA5Ei5C.5. Cfnclude. GAA5B5Q5

itself.)

(

(d)

(e)

List the triangles which- have-opposite orientation to 6A5B5C5.

(Would youinciude
5
B5 5C' itself?)

Compare your lists in (a), (b), (c), and ..(d). Which lists

are {he same?
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Draw"any fiVe-sided figure and name its vertices R,: S, and

T. Then draw an exact copy of your figure as it would look after.a

flip and name'its vertices P', Q1, .R1, St, and T1, showing the

corresponding parts.
4411ki

(a) Explain why RUST and. P'Q!R'S'T' have opposite orientation.

(b) Trace around each figure in alphabetical order. What do you

notice about the directions of the. two traces?

(c) Compare your results with your classmateS°1: What conclusiOn

holds for all?

Exercises 8-9a suggest another way of characterizing orientation .fOr.

figures in the same plane: two congruent.figures have the same. orientation:

if the traces through their corresponding points are in the same direction

(clockwise or counterclockwise). If the traces.go.in opposite directions

(one clockwise and one dounterclockwise.),:then the congruent figures have

opposite orientation.

. In 41is Way',- we may talk about the idea of orientation in other

sitUationsorxample, consider the points X, Y, 'and. Z.

artier

be desCribed as counterclockwise. The orderings X,Y,Z and X,Z,Y have

opposite orientation. 1

Y

X

X,Y,Z may be described as clockwise, and the order X,Z,YThe

Exercises 8-9b

1.. (a) Lolate three noncollinear points on your paper and-labei hem,

D, E, and.

-(b) There are six different arrangements which can be found of the

letters. D, E,. F. Two of these are E, D, F and D, F,

Write out the six arrangements and find the orientation of each '

from your diagram. How many different brientations.are.there?



(c)

opposite orientations?

Can you discover a method for telling Which arrangeMentt"ave the

same orientation and which have different.orientations?

Which arrangements have the sa:me orientation amb'which.have

(a) Locate three noncollinear points on-your paper and label them

A, B, and C.

(b) Locate. point C in:several different positions so that ',A, B,.
.:.,.,

C and !.Ai B, C' liavethesame orientation.:How can you

describe the.position- Of C' if A,' B, C 'and. A, B; C!,!

.. .

are to have:the. same Orientation?.

(dr Locate point C! in several different positions so that A, B,

C And A, 'B,. C' have opposite orientations'. Hots, can you

detcribe the. position of CI if C and _A; B; C!

are to have oppOsiteprientatiOns?

3. Draw AAEC so that the order A,B,C has cloCkwise orientation.

Mark some point 0 in the interior of PAW.

(a) -What is the-orientation of each of the following?

A,B4O.

B,A,0

B,C,O :"

C,B4O

°A,C,C

Which of the orderings' in p4rt

as A,t,C?

11

(b)

4. In the figure at the.rightl 4

the order A,B,C. has clock-,

wise orientation.: Points

0 .and 0' are in the, k

..:exterior of 4,ABC, and 4ey

do. not lie on AB, pc or

AC.. A

(a) have the same orientation



What is, the orientation of each of the following?

A,B4O ''A,B4O1

t,c,(5 B,C.,O'

C,B4O C,B4O1,

C,1,0'

A,C,0

5. (a) Draw a line, AB, on:yOut,paper.

,(b) -Locate points C and C' -on the same side of AB.

'(c) Do. 'A,IT,C !and A03,C', have the sate orientation or' opposite

orientation? Will your. conclusion alwaysapplyAf C and C/

are on the same side of AB?

(a)

1(b)

Draw a line,' AB,, on your papel..

Locate points C and -C,' On opposite sides of -AB.

S'

(c) Do A,B,C and A,B,C'. have the same orientation Or opposite

orientation? Will your conclusion always apply if C and C'

are on opposite sides of M

, (a) Show how the property you.observed in Exercise 6 explains the

different results you obtained for points '0 and 0' in

Exercise 4.

(b) Now show how the proper observed in Exercises 5 and .6

explains ydur resultsin O'cise 3;

Your two hands are. very clOse7bO,teing congruent figures in space.

We could 'imagine a pair ofhands'which were so ideal thatrall their corres-

ponding measures were equal:" Even so, could'we make these two ideal hands,.

coincide? Imagine Just the shapeof the surface of the Fight.hand;'could'-

it be.made to fit txactiy on the ideal lefl hand? Can a right hand gloVe

fit exactly on a 1,eft hand?

It should be'clear that we:Can think of figures in space that are

congruent in all respets Aw which could notpossibly be made to coincide :

11.e .

even in our wildest imagingtions.
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Perhaps the best example is your awn 1.mage in a mirror. No matter;

how you,tWisted and turned you Could never look.exactly like it even though

it is clearly an exact,copy pf you.. (In our picture the fellow-and his image

ih:the mirror pa's't their hair'on opposite sides. .There will alwayS'be some

left andright-difference60 .i

.6 Title image-t4.n the mirror is no different in sizeand'shape It merely

riastpiipotite oriettation in space.. Two congruent 'figures. would have the
Sate orientation in space if they could be made to it_exactly, one on
--..-- -

another. .,

cs

4 Ldok at the imagiaoe'your left hand in a mirror." : Does it have the

same orient ion as your real right hand? Your.righ;t Ad left hands.. are

1entiE.1414 congr ent iguret with opposite orientation. Reflecting a solid

in a mirror `changes itsdorientation..

4.

It' is AntiVeresting t tink about thS connections between hips in
A. ,.

"the Sane' and mirror,-refiecticons.= 4 . -..

!r...1z,

":



The,flipaxis Acta,bo.much like a-mirror that mathetaticiaris

word in pfaCe of out word "flip". You may have.already. noticed,

that our of thO.Word'imag$". (as in "flip image" and "turn pwage ")

probably 6Omes fromthe-coMmon phrase "mirrortmdge"..

Exercise' 8 -9c

re

1. -"Does a mirror reverse' left, and. rightf (Be prepared to, convince your

Classmate's that your answer makes sense.).
: 27.,"

s

8-10. Congruence of a Figure with Itself

Take'a scrap of cardboard And cut a rectangle (not a.square Jou .o

it, as shOwn beloW.



We label the vertices. of the rectangle and the corners of tn4.,.:1'ectailgtilaT

cut-out with Capital letters.

If we talwoat the rectangular howtan nays may it be

fitted back, fri'to place?

1. Of course, we can

fut:out: This

An the exact Tosition'from which it was

e6:t6s the identity, congruence

ABCD.

2.. ILO ver, thg _,rectangular ,cUt . out may be -fitted into the vacant space

' Suppose we rotate the cut =out rectangle so that the
4ot -1

,corner, A. takes a 'poLition. at C, the corner .B :takes a position

at , D,. the CO/41er C takes position at ' A, and the, corner D
. G

takes a position at nB, We may describe this movement as a half -turn.

The .following fitting may now beblade.

Thus fitt.irig'c'an,be descrfb2d as a con

following correspondence. : ' '

ABCD

ence indicated by the

' As you ..m.ight have surmised we, may' take 'the .-rvtangular' cut-out. in

its original. positionand flip itOver.a 'horizont.L axis: :In this

Cane,' colmer 11','.takda:a position at 14- corner B.: takes.a bOsiion
.

.

at : 'C 'comes' C takes 'e position at. B, and. corner_ D takes a

`position at A. The folloWingtting may noi.7.2be made. -

A . .
A

'2144.:

A 4



,* ,
.

. ".Do-you think that we have identified all thepossible ways in which theT , ,.._ -, Ai' .

-rectangle cutHout maY.be.fitted back into plac<In other words, in how
many' ways may a_redtangle (not a square) be-conigruent to itself? 'Give a

. ..,

reason for your answer.

This fitting can be described as a cong

- following corresptndence.

indicated by the

e

We may w rotate the flipped reetanplar cutroutno ..that corer -A.

takes a vition at B, corner B -take's a pesition at A, corner
C takes a'positionat Di and corner D pakes a poditione:t -C.
:The t owing fitting may now be made.

n?

e
.

i

This fitting nay be described as a cOngruende
,

indicated by the
v ,-

.. followinecotre'spandence. -

itco,
AILCD.7-94,ADC:



Exercises 8-10

In the problems below indicate which correspondences are. obtained

by a rotation in the plane, which by reflection, and whiCh. by a combination

of the two motions.

ABCD is an iscsceles

trapezoid with AD Z BC,

write two correspondences

that indicate that ABCD'

is congruent to itself.

2. If ;ABC is equilateral write'

the correspondences that indlk

cate that SABC is congruent

to itself. There are six such

correspondences.

.3. If RSTV. is a square write

the correspondences, that indi-

cate'that. RSTV is congruent

to itself. There are eight

Suchcorrespondences.

64.: ! KIDW is a regular.pentagon.

Recall that. in,a ',regular .

Pentagon'the sides are con -

gruent

. .

to each other and the

anglet are congruent to each

'other.; Write the corres-

pondenceb that indicterthl,t
,

KLFQM: is congruent t4AeIL
Did yoUtget ten such Corres-

pohdencesthat are distinct?

'If a. regular polygon has

whicl(indicatethAtthe regular polygon is

n sides how many correspondences Are there

gruent to itself?



c4/

8-11. Bisectors and Perpendiculars

417,6haye been using the ideas of midpoint of a segment and bisector

of an angle. infor lly, we will now define the precisely.

'Definiti ',A point B is called the midpoint of AC if B

is between A and C and AB = BC.

Recall tha AB and BC are iiumberii. We say that point B

bisects AC or C is bisected at point

An angle may also be bisected.'

In the diagram at the right,':ED

bisects LABC because D is in the

interior of LA and LABD LCBD.

The ray BD is c led the bisector

of LABC. For con enience, we will

also refer to any legment of BD with

an endpoint at B s a'bisector of

LABC.

In the f gure at the right.

LPCA LPCB.. S nce the sum of the

:;measures of A and LPCB is

186..themeasure of LPCA and, LPCB

are:eac s, LFCA\-and,
i.

...LPCB- are right angl s. We say that

PC is perpendicular to ABr In

symbols we write. PC 1.AI Or

A-11.

1T4 = XS and" :.E 1. RS- and

i contains W,, we say that the tine

is the perpendicular bisector of

RS. 'FOI''Oonvenience, we will also-

fefer.to any segment or :'ray contained

in line 2 and containing the point

W as a perpendicular bisector of RS.;
. .



`Exercises 8-11

In each case, serect all pairs of congruent segments, or congruen,t

angles.
a

.

(a) AB passes through the 'midpoint of CD.

(b) RS and TV bisect each other.

(c). AB bisects LCAD

1

O

414





. .

%.1the.ffgdras.telow two.flineappeartie parpeAdicular.

assi.me that they really are.

'Name the'pairs of.p.erpendicdlartfaegrAaritt.

'86 8b
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8-12. Writing a Proof

In this section we will study how co write a',proof in an organized
,

fashion. The ability to write a 'proof in an orderly manner.is very helpful,

when we deal with harder prOblemsk however, we. will.siart with some simple
. .

problems to learn the method.

Exercises 8-12a

.(Class Discussion)
, .

Study.thepproof provided below.

Given: AB = AD

CA bisects LBAD

To prove: LB = LD

Plan: We know that two angles are

congruent if they_are,

corresponding angles of

congruent triangles.: Thus

we can prove that

BAC = ADAC we will know

C that 4B = LD.'
. .

Copy the diagram above and mark the ciiresponding congrUent sides and

angles which wild. show that ABAC ands 6,DAC' are congruent by the

SAS property of-congruence. The proof may be written as follows.

Proof

Statements Reasons'

1, AB = AD 1 Given
1__

2 -713AC 7 /DAC 2., CA bisects 'BAD

3., AC = AC 3. Every'segment is congruent to

itself,

4, 12AC dDACV:
5 . .13 f LDa

0

4. , .SAS.prqperty of congiuence

5. ''Corresponding angles of congruent

triangles are congruent.

87
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. . Write the missing reasons in the proof' below.

Given; AD ,bisects 4BAC

rD JTC

1.

Statements

LBAD Z. CAD

Proof

To prove: AB = AC
1

Prove LAM Z MCI). by. ASA.

'Reasons

1. . Why? .

2. AD Z AD 2. Why?.

3, .7ZBDA and LCDA are 3. *.Perpendicular

right angles. angles.

4. LBDA LCDA 4. Why?

6ABDZ tACD 5 Why?

6. ABZ-AC 6. . Why?

In the following theorem, supply the Missing_reasons in'th'e written

*proof.

0

4

Isosceles Triangle Theorem is If two sides of a triangle are,congruent,

then the angles opposite those sides are congruent. (This statement is

called a-theorem because we.prove it usifjg properties. which we have

already found to be true. Both this- statement. and the one in Exerciye

4. which folioWs, will be very useful in helping us to discover and

establish many new results.)

.Given: IsosveleS triangle-,'

ABC with AB = AC.
.

To prove:.. LB = LC.

Plan: In Exercises-10 we

found correspondences of.-

figbIrTO;whichindicated
..

thattliefiguresWere

° congruent with themselves.

We look for such a correcs

pondence foram isosceles.,

triangle: If we set up

the correspondence

v.A.!--1 A

B C

C.-.B

4ACB and LB Z LC sincebetween the vertices of.

they are corresponding parts of congruent triangles. The written

proof istes follows:

MBC, then

88
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Statements

= AC

AC =AB

-BC .= BC

3 , CAW = CA6B

'= LC

Proof '

Reasons

Why?

2.. .Whyl

3. SiSS,p9.perty of congruence

4. Why?

4. Complete ,the following written Proof.

Proof

Statements

9

Isosceles Triangle Theorem .2:

If two angles of a triangle are

congruent, then the. sides .

opposite those angles are

congruent.

Given: CABC with LB = LC

To prover AB = AC and therefore

CABC is isosceles

'.Plan: Prove that CABC = CACB

by the ASA prOperty.

92



Exercises

In each case; copy the proof and supply the. Missing reasons..

A

1.. Given: AB = AD'

ITC DC

To prove: LB = LD

.Statements

ILIX.)1. AB.: 1..

2 BC = CD 2.

3. ..AC = AC 3.

13d = LADC 4,

5..

2.. Given: AB = DE

BC = TEE

AB .1'BC, DE't EC

To prove: AC = DC

Proof

Reasons

"is

Statements

AB -=',DE

2. LB and .LE are/-

right angles
y

3.

BC =

LA =2/..\DEC

AC

Proof

1.

2.

Reasons



Given ZS = LW

ST = WT

To prove: ZR = LV

, Statements

1. ZS = LW

2. ST = WT

3. /RTs = LVTW.

Proof

.2!striRs = 6TVW 4..

.Reasons

ZR =.ZV

1,`

Ih each case copy the proof and supply the missing steps and reasons.

4. Giver: FG HG

I X1.1
To*prove: EF = JH

Statements

1. GEM and ,ZJHG are

*right angles

2,

3. ,ZEGF= /HGJ

4.

5. A33? = aJGH

.6.

t

Proof

.71

All right angles are congruent:,

3.

Reasons

5.',

6.

ti

4"- A

Given'

Ir



5, If ABCD 1s,a ,6quare and E

is the midpoi of DC,.

Ahen.AE = 7

*

", Given' is Oquare;

E is the midpoint

of DC..

To, prove: AE = BE

Statements

Proof.

TE1, AD = BC

ZD and LC are right 2.

angles.

3. LD =-LC

DE = EC.

.5.

E

B

C

Reasons
Cl.

J J

tl ,s *

Give the 'Compl,.ete proof oT each of the following using problems
.

as model's.

J.

!'

'

o

To ;.prove: /9 = /S

Given: AC = ,DC

DA I AB

ail ED

To prove: AB .1DE't

4,

Given:''710VX = TX,

411X=:YX'

LaXWO LXYTTo prove



8-13. Construction. of Rhombuses
`11

.The ptoperties. of congruence that9w,e ep.rlier". in the
.-. chapter:he-1p rtia to discover feots,about other' geomeirical "figlares. this

9

section, we yi discover some properties o:f the rliozbus. A' rhombus is a

quadrilateral ( four-Side 'Iygpn in a plane.), with7,41 sicieg having equal,

lengths. We will see' that these properties' of. the rhombus are both. important

It is. very easy 'to construct a rnoMbus using a straight edgy ands
compass, as sh&,n-1. below. .

,
Splect any PPint, A, 9s a'vertexx of .-th'e, rhombus

'9, 9 ...;4? .

a circXe center at
,

0

and draw an; arc "of

-o

Since ,the- sided of prhombusehave 1.he same measure, two of the other

vertices. of the rhombus would lie on a 'circkle with the center,"at

... ,-..,
Aga in, s ince the sides of a rhombus "h the 'same Measn we dr

ri..

it tetsecting circUi 'arcs.with the same radius, as the oiiginal.

1.



fR

4. Call this point of int rsection' D and draw AB,

and'

.

n

us.

Now, the four distances 3AB, mAC,- ,mCD, and 'mBD are all equal

to-the radius used in drawing our circlea.. Thus. AB = AC CD = BD,. and.

/ .

ABDC is,a.rhombus.

.

As you can see, it is.ve lty. easy to construct a rhombus.. It is just

as easy to construct a'rhombus_satistying various special conditions., You

.will do this in the next exercise set. However, one definition will be.

needed in some of these exercises. A diagonal of a- rhombus
-,1--is

a segment

'joining ,a pair of opposite vertices. :14%, in.therhombus ABCp (see

FigUre 20), the diagonals are the.0egments .AC: and BD, as shown in!

igure 21.

:., B.

Figure 20
it

t

Z.

Figure 21 ,

6

-



Exercises 8-13

(Class Discussion)

.s The gpostruaion of,a 1tOmbus above involved drawing three. circuler'arbs.

Nith the same radius. .1n,O11 the constructions below will be helpful to

'keep in mind that two or three circular arcs with the same radius are drawn.

1. Construct a rhombus with4two given points as oppositiovertices. That is,

Given

A

B.

-Construct

Construct a rhombuswith two. sides lying on a given angle. That is,

Construct
0.

Given

el

3. Construct a rhombus with one vertexat a givenipoint and one diagonal.
,

lying on a:giVenkille. That is,



. Construqt a.rhombug with one diago Yo ,a given line and the midpoint of

that .diagonal at 'a given point on .t line.' Thats'is

Given

M

Construct

Construct a'rhombus Stith one ,vertex a a given point and, one side on a

given line ,That is,

Given Construct

a rhombus:

We.arenow ready to consider and prove thepoIlowing impo ant vrapertYlf

A diagonal of a thdNbUs:bisegts

endpoints...

Givechl ABCD., I; a rhombus

T61;rove: LBAC =LDAC

*.

the angle of the

LBCA =.0CA
L.

Plan: Use SSS to prove

6ABC = tALIC and.the the
. .

desired angles are.c rres-

ponding parts of cong ent
J

triangles; '

rhombus at each ofd its
0 0



.

*2,. Be :::BC

. Statements

. AC ; AC

4. tBAC ; cMC

LBAC ;:irac
LBCA ; 'COCA

Reasons

1. All sides Of are

congrde

2. des of aa,rhombus are
FR.3.,

congruent.
3. A segaient is ruent td

itself.v
property of oengkence.
sponding parts'of con-

gruent triangles are congruent.

This theorem enables ,us to make a geome-trical .constrtidti n for bisecting

an angle..

a,'
risider

0 ^

. -

In problem 2 of -the Preeedizig execi set, we saw how t,o.const,ruct a rhombus .

frith two.sides on the Fitys' AB and AC.

If we perform this coikstructiori -Chez\ -the abovetheorem tells that-the diagonal

of this rh,Qabus ,biseeys LBAC. 1°

,

.01`
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Ip ac*lpractide, we. do net actu4ly diaw the opmplete rhombus.
.

voc. eea
.

as follows: , ..

.

4
With A. as a:center we dAttw a circular

and 5, -usihg,any convenient radius.

a

arc cutting rays -AB

.'With the same'radius and points

Circularaf like this:

We draW the. dlaciir4lAT -tobiseCt 'LBAC. It unnecessary to draw the

,other two Sides of tt'le rhombus,

4

ndi er.--

).. 6

170/a

tx

and AC at R

.

R and Js as centers we draw intersecting

98



?8 714.' A 'Useful Property of the Rhombus

enabie

we wil

In the previous section we have seen /A property bf_the rhombuSm

tO lievisek a simple methOd offtlsecti an angle. :in this section"

beCome acquainted with another property.of the rhombus which will have

even richec.atications.

,xl* diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular bisectors of each other.

$mGiven: ABCD is a rhombus'

To prove: BE = ED

AE = CE
'

BD i AC

'
'Statements 4,

1. AB BC

= BE

'ABE 1 Z-C14
'

4i 6ABE= .6CBE

. $/"AEB =./C

m /AEB = 90

B

Proof

S.
Reasons

All sides of artilombus are

Congruent.

2. A segment ai:s congruent to itself,.
.

A diagonal Of a rhombus bAs.ects

the angle of the fhgmbUs at
It

each of its endpoints.

\L '1P 7
AS property of.corruence. 4

.
Corresponding paIts of-congru*nt

trianglesare congruent.

6, LAEB. and /GEE have the same
,

o"
- . measuretnethe sum of then-.'

.7' 1, Measures is 180.
1

7. EIS'i AC $r
.,.

7 ..,/AEB,i.s.::right angle.
-

,

. :

In order to Prove th5.x,pE 7,-DE we capt!gholf that
... '''

14$1.eft as ari sxerciseTorthe.student : '
./.- ,.. . .

:
IS:BAS'; ADAE. This

1.



.. .lire.may now)ise this property of rhombuses to make ma constructions
.

involviny ierpendiculars,Foc example, in problem l'of.the last exercise
, .

.:,"Piet you. constructed a rhombus with opposite vertices at tw, given points, A

r*aline'. ,

nd B. "`We now see that the through the other two vertices of this ,

.

Jrhombus is the perpendiculdihisec4oE of AB, that is, AE.7, EB and CD 1 5.

Is it necessary to draw the rhombus in order to perform this construction?

Study the. construction

`-

Exercises-8-14

(Class Discussion)

&vise methods fOr performing the constructions bolo4. The siolqtion

f each of; the problems invOlves onXf theownstruc_4onsalready made

in Exercises 8-13. For each problem identify which oS-the constructions

in-Eiercises 8r13 should be used in solving the problem and explain

Why this construction gives the desired result:
ti

Construct a line through.a given

point, C, which ii' perpendicular

given 141e, . (C is

not on. .2:1

Same as (1) except that point

C is on .2.

100
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C is a.point not on the line .

2.. Construct the reflection of

C. in 2. That is,.construct

apoint E so that CE is

perpendicular to and so.

that 2 bisects CE. Why is

E called the reflection of

C in 2? .

11.745. A Shortest Path Problem

C

One day after.school some boys wanted tp play baseball but they didn't

have enough player6 so they invented a new version of the game. They used

two boxes aend a straight line, as shown in Figure 22.

*

,B`

0

The batter stood at the plate, Pi, and hit. alDitched all. .ThenThe had.to

run frot the.plate P to the.base, B, touching the ain CD /751 the way.

He scored a run if he arrived at B. before the opposing t am could "force'

e 22.

him byreturning the ball to the' base B.

a

After the batter hit'-the , ball he would ,run in a straight line'path.

to some point S on CD and thefie:a straight line path frOm S. to'13.
"

There are many ways of doing this,depending.'on..ttle choice 'of thespoi9t, S.

One way is shownlbeloW.

101
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D

'Naturally, the ruhner wishesto choose the poilit S so as to obtain

a path as short as possible. But t11.: is he to do this? Is there away in

Which we canuse our knowledge of geometry to locate the point lo S which

yields .the.tnortest path?
4..

pirtt, .1.1s note.tha;(the difficulty-in.the problem occurs because

P and B are on .the game side of the line cp. Consider,,for example,

the corresponding_problem of going froM P to A touching the line C.

4

, i

.

._._

. .
In this Case,.segment 'PA constitutes the solion.of the problem

since, of necessity, it crosses CD., The paint at which the ranner touches

CD is tAen the Point of intersection of CD -and. m But can we use this

simple idea io'so;\ the original problem? The fact is that We cant,

First:of all, find the reflection,

Mir as shown'in Figure 23.'

.B1, of the point B the line



S.

That is, BB' j CD. and IDC =

in our work. on the rhombus.' Nci. select any point.

segments PS, SS and. SIP,. By use of congruent triangles

SB SB' ifillichrsre'tne. congruent triangles in 'this figure?.

Figure

'X., We learned how

D
I

to make this construction

Sw on CD, and. draw the
o

can show thatwe

106
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.Thus the length of the path from P to S, to B, which Is .nPS +m2P,

4 is the same as the length of.the path from P to S. to. B',, which is

mPS + MSBI: TUbs he choice of 4 :that yields the 'shortest path from 1).

to -S-- -to B is he same as the point S that gives the ahbrtest pat :from..
.

P to S. to B1. But we have. al early seen which choice of S yields t 4

shortest path from P to' S to 1.. What is it? .

6 6 r

The problem presented here is merely one of a largeclass of mathemati-

cal problems dealing with the shortest, path satisfying certain.conditions.
l,

A number of such problems can-be solved using the sort of "reflection

principle". Just employ

Exercises .8-15

Express in writing the congruence,whiCh holds between the triangles

of Figure 24. Explain Why these triangles are congruent. Explain

why SB = SB'.

, IL

2. How do we locate the point S so that mPS mSB' is as short as

poSsdbp? Draw. the completed figure.locatipg the correct position

point S and showing the shortest path from P to B.'

which touches the line tb".
41

3. On a billiard table three balls at points 'E, F, G lie in a

C
straight line. We wish to-strike the ball E with our cue so

that it will strike tie ball at G without fitting -the ball at F:

.

a

To do this it will be necessary to bounce the ball off an edge of

the table, say edge HJ. It is a principle of physics that,when a



ball bounces off such an edgestbe "angle of reflection': is'corigruent,

to, the "angleof incidence.

path of.ba 11

ir .1

'angle of incidence angle' of reflection

Give a geometrical construction to determine the path which the ball:*

at point E must travel. [Hint.: t's: In problem 2 show tha

LPSC LBO.] .

a:

BRAINBUSTER. On a billiard table' we wish to strike a ball at.point

E so that it will bounce off edges HJ. and JK and then hit,a"-

ball at point F 'as shown (.

. .

.by the dashed line in Figure 25. (On each bounce the angle of

incidende'must be c4ngruept to the angle of reflection.) Find a'
.

geometrical construction for the path that the ball' at point T.,'

must traxel. [Hint: Use the refleipionprinAple twice.]

Figure 25
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Summary

SecdOn-811/2. -

.

. . .

For
.
any'segments AB ,add' -5, ,, mAB = mcD then AB = ClI)

Also if AB = 'CD then sAB = mCD. T. , .

g
.

-a
g , di&

(-- Poi' any angles LABC and LRST, if mATIC = mLRST 'then

LAX = LRST. -Also if LABC = LRST then *ABC = mLRST.

f

0
Section :5-3.

. Let B A between A and C,

If AB = RS and BC = ST,

then AB = RS.

4

and 5 be between R and T.

then AC4r If A5 = RT, and BC = ST,

Section 8-4.

TWo angles are called

(a) they have a

(b) they have a

(c) their inter

Let LABD and LCBD
.

adjacent angles. (Points

B

adjacent when

common vertex, 4"

common ray or siae, and

iors do not overlap.
. ,

be adjacent And let Ls and 4QRT be

A,. B, . and C, and likTex sApoiAts

Q, R, and S are non-collinear.)
,

If LABD 4SRT and

If ',LABC =./QRS and

LCBD atiRT. then LABC LQRS.

LCBD.= LQBT -then LAB)! 4SRT.

On a'line ZS if C is between A and B, and ray 6t is
.

not on, the line) then mLACD mLBCD

The two pairs of non - adjacent angles formed by two intersecting

lines are called vertical-angles.

Any. Tair of vertical angles are congruent.
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7s-x, SAS Congruence Property:

If two sides and the included,angle of one triangle

have the same measures as litkro sidei and the include 1 angle of

another triangle, then the tWo triarigles are congruent.

ASA Congruence Property:

If two angles and the included side of one triangle have

the same measures as two angles and the included side of another

triangle, then the triangles are congruent.

SSS Congruence Property:,

It three sides of one triangle have the same measures as

\\\ the three sides of another triangle, then the triangles are

congruent.

Section 8-6.

The corresponding vertices of two triangles are shown by a

cqngruence statement as followt.

I

Cosponding Vertices

A14,..K

B

C

Thus a congruence statement gives us six facts at once,, as shpwn.

below. #
s

6ABC = 6,kni:

Corresponding Sides Corresponding Angles

,AB = Kj . pt 4K

.AC t KL /13.= LJ

R = tiT Lc = LL.

Section

A triangle which has.at least two Congruent sides is called an

isosce/es*triangle,
"

A triangle whose three sides are congrUent is called an

equilateral triangle.
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Sebtion 8-8.

TVo. figured in the sameplane

Coincide hkra Motion.

.

'ttet'ate congruent may 1:e made to
0,4%

I

1

.There are three types of.mOtion: slides, turns, and flips.
.

A combination of these,M4tions will describe.any motion.'

Section 8-9,
ti

Two congruent figures in the same plane have the same orientation

whenever they can be made to coincide without a. flip.
7.;

Section.8-11..

A point B is called the midpoint of. AC if B is between

A and C, and mAB =

!A ray. Et bisec.ks LAIC if D' is in the interior of LABCt

and 'Llea LCBD.

A,line £ and a line m are perpendicular if they form a

right angle.J
Section 8-12.

Isosceles Triangle Theorems:
/1(1

two sides of a triangle are congruent, then the angles

opposite those sides, are congruent.

If two angles of a triangle are congruent, then the sides

oi6Posite those angles are congruent.

Section

A diagonal of a rhombus' bisects the angle of the rhombus at` each

of, its endpoints.

Section 8-14.

The diagonals of a rhombus' are perpendicular bisectors of each

other.

Section 8-15.

For two points P-,and klon the same side of a lirje 2", the

shortest path from P to A touching line 2 may be. found'using.

the refleCtion principle.


